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oxide [5]. The authors concluded that an initial infusion rate 
of 12 μg/kg/min would be sufficient to maintain adequate 
muscle relaxant in almost all patients.

Moriyama et al. [6] developed a continuous administra-
tion method for rocuronium based on data obtained after 
bolus administration. They calculated the effect-site con-
centration of rocuronium when a T1 in response to TOF 
stimuli appears following bolus administration (recovery 
concentration) under anesthesia with propofol and remifen-
tanil using the pharmacokinetic parameters provided by 
Wierda et al. [5]. They started continuous administration 
to maintain recovery concentration calculated in each indi-
vidual and found that T1 was controlled ≤10% in all sub-
jects. The average administration rate was 6.9 ± 2.8 μg/kg/
min (range 4–11) with a mean recovery concentration of 
1.56 ± 0.4 μg/ml (range 1.09–2.08). These results suggest 
that recovery concentration after bolus administration was 
useful for maintaining adequate levels of neuromuscular 
blockade during continuous infusion. They also found that 
body mass index, but not age, significantly correlates with 
recovery concentration.

Several pharmacokinetic models of rocuronium have 
been developed based on its plasma levels measured after 
bolus administration [5, 7–10]. Despite the smaller volume 
of distribution and shorter half-life compared with vecu-
ronium [11], its applicability to continuous infusion is not 
clear. Sasakawa et al. [12] examined the appropriateness of 
applying pharmacokinetic parameters obtained in six models 
to continuous infusion, based on previously reported blood 
concentrations obtained during continuous infusion [4]. 
They used several prediction error (PE) derivatives such as 
median PE, median absolute PE, wobble value (a total inter-
individual variability in PEs) as well as divergence absolute 
PE and divergence PE, showing time-related trends in PE 
and absolute PE, for comparing the appropriateness of the 

Rocuronium has become the neuromuscular blocking 
agent of first choice immediately after its launch in Japan. 
Although having fast onset as well as intermediate duration 
of action and a lack of prolonged effects, which make it 
suitable for continuous infusion [1, 2], intermittent admin-
istration has been standardly used, probably because of its 
large inter-individual variations of action after bolus and 
continuous administration [1]. Its neuromuscular blocking 
effect may also be influenced by the amount of muscle and 
sensitivity to neuromuscular receptors as well as its plasma 
concentration, which make it difficult to maintain an ade-
quate level of neuromuscular blockade by avoiding excessive 
dosing. Therefore, the establishment of an adequate continu-
ous administration regimen is required.

In recent issues of the Journal of Anesthesia, outstanding 
anesthesiologists in this field have successfully established 
an optimal administration regimen based on their originally 
developed methods as well as previously published data. 
Kajiura et al. [3] titrated the continuous infusion rate of 
rocuronium for maintaining the first twitch (T1) to train-
of-four (TOF) stimulation between 3 and 10% in patients 
receiving laparoscopic surgery. They found that the opti-
mal infusion rate was 7.3 μg/kg/min (range 4–12, 95% CI 
6.27–8.33), which is similar to previously reported results 
in patients receiving propofol [4]. The average plasma con-
centration measured at the first onset of steady state was 
1.4 ± 0.4 μg/ml (95% CI 0.30–1.61), in accordance with the 
predicted values calculated using the Wierda model, which 
were measured under anesthesia with halothane and nitrous 
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models. They found three- to four-fold inter-individual dif-
ferences in the measured plasma concentration of rocuro-
nium, and the Magorian model [10] could predict plasma 
concentration with acceptable values for both median PE 
and median absolute PE.

Each of these reports could contribute to improve the 
quality of clinical practice by providing additional knowl-
edge. Shorter duration of action in children compared with 
adults, probably resulting from shorter elimination half-life, 
makes rocuronium suitable for use in children [13, 14]. The 
development of an adequate continuous administration regi-
men for pediatric patients is also expected. Along with these 
continuous administration regimens supported by profound 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic backgrounds, the 
importance of quantitative monitoring of neuromuscular 
function should also be emphasized to avoid a risk of post-
operative residual weakness and its clinical consequences, 
as advocated by Kotake et al. [15].
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